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You can read or download the rest
of this book online at:
apocalypse2008-2015.com
Printed copies may also be ordered online at
our web site or at your local bookstore.

The Smallest Micro-Egg
of the Universe

Book Two: The 7 Years of Great
Tribulation

Why is there a plan for humanity? Why do
I exist?

The Bible predicts the future, but scholars
widely disagree on what the Bible says! How
can the average person sort out fact from
fiction? Daniel 12:10 boldly states that the
wise will understand prophetic chronology in the last days. Have those days
already begun?
Retired hi-tech inventor and author Herbert R. Stollorz discovered that the dates
of many key events predicted in the books of Daniel and Revelation fall between
the years 2008 and 2018. Two of the keys that unlocked this mystery are the
Hebrew Alphabet Number System and the Jewish feast and fast days. One of
those fast days, Tammuz 17, commemorates the fall of Jerusalem prior to the
destruction of God’s Temple in Jerusalem.
Do not expect a theological treatise or the date for the return of Jesus Christ.
Instead, you will read about the events of the soon-coming Great Tribulation
described in detail and dated. The unique perspective of this applied scientist is
revealed through the research methodology he used to unlock Bible mysteries
built into the universe by God at the beginning of time. The same pragmatic
approach that has helped to make functional hi-tech devices now provides
challenging answers to questions like:
•
How do you know that the Apocalypse will begin on December 21, 2008?
•
How does 12 December 2012 link the Aztec, Chinese and Hebrew
calendars?
•
What has the jubilee (50) year gear between 1968 and 2018 got to do
with the Bible’s Rosetta stone and Daniel’s 70 Weeks prophecy?
•
How and when is the spirit world revealed to mortals? What are
Antichrist’s “Shock Troops”? Will mortal believers go through these
trials?
•
Why is it important to read both testaments of the Bible?
•
How do Jewish festivals reveal the dates of the Apocalypse?
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Midway through our journey of our Bible-land exposition we must
come to terms to understand a few important questions
introduced this book. It covers the story of people and God for
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about 6,000 years of history and an additional 1,000 years of
prophecy yet to come.

discoveries, or you might be able to share those that meet our
guidelines on www.apocalypse2008-2015.com.

Is there an end to this story, and what is it? Many of our
scientists have come to the conclusion that we are on the edge
of a great global environmental crisis. They believe that there
are too many people on earth, and that we humans are stressing
both our biological and social environments. Many experts see no
escape from eventual disaster. In other words, to them our
evolutionary path has crested, and it is from now on a downhill
plunge. They can only try to estimate speed of our descent.

Herbert R. Stollorz

Most secular predictions I have heard do not go beyond 100
years. I admit that it can be very depressing, and we know that
our civilization will not fix the problems of over-fishing, pollution,
genetic manipulation, the production and supply of fossil fuels or
their alternatives, global warming and the others. In almost
every corner of the planet, we are greedily destroying what has
been a nurturing environment for thousands of years.
Do not think for a moment that those white-coated,
overeducated scientists in the laboratories have any idea that
preserving this world is a noble undertaking. They are driven by
an irrational appetite for obscene corporate profits around the
world, they will continue in their destructive path until all of the
original gene pool has been assaulted for exploitation with the
intermixing of genes from every vegetable and animal. What will
happen when the population has doubled again the next 20
years, and again the next 20 years, and...?
Before many more years there will not be any pure, original
genetic material available for gene splicing or manmade
modification of agricultural plants and animals. In many cases
farmers are facing deteriorating yields in quality and quantity as
well as increasing costs. At some point the consequences of
consuming all of these genetically modified foods will show up in
the health of the general public on a massive scale beyond
correction and restoration due to the lack of original, unmodified
organisms that will have disappeared from civilized areas and
perhaps even become extinct. Hence the answers cannot come
within a closed system. A closed system is when you state. “I
exist because I am.”

As the editor and contributing researcher/author of these two
books, I also invite your friends and relatives to share these
books with those who God brings your way. Please tell them
about the web site:
www.apocalypse2008-2015.com.
Through the Internet, you can privately, discreetly get the
information about God that you need without persecution. We
know that some parts of the world threaten of death to those
who read the Bible. We pray that God will protect you and give
you a portion of His estate to live forever. Ask your friends to
forward the web address to their e-mail lists. If it saves only one
soul, you will receive a great reward in heaven. (1Corinthians
3:6-9)
If you are led to do so, your financial contribution to help pay for
the production, translation and distribution of these books as well
as to help maintain the web site would be appreciated and used
wisely. Your donation qualifies for a United States of America
federal tax deduction, and we do not share your personal
information with anyone.
Christopher J Patton, President
Faith in the Future Foundation
Please send your check, money order, or credit card information
to:
Faith in the Future Foundation
PO Box 6384
Minneapolis, MN 55406
All money received will go directly toward this ministry.
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Put together, they can be articulated in a short sentence with
only four Daleth words:

Our monorail scientists (those who reject divine revelation from
outside of our material dimension of time and space) try to tell
us that a complex design system inherently imbedded in every
cell evolved from one cell by itself. If so, then it logically follows
that my complex computer or watch has evolved too. Or, try to
imagine that without the hands, feet, electricity and factories of
thousands of intelligent beings that the cell somehow designed
and built its structure by chance, yet it is equipped with the
same features we find in a complex TV or any other invention
made by gifted and highly skilled humans. This faulty reasoning
of course is in conflict with the Second Law of Thermodynamics,
which is scientific evidence and not speculation.

“God created - the Saints.”
This was and is the purpose of God for humankind and becomes
a micro miniature egg of the big Russian toy egg of the Bible.
Only God could have written it, and HANS became an instrument
to clarify it for His children. This concept was expressed by a tiny
little church I visited in the backwoods of the Redwood forest in
California as follows:
This is my Bible, Gods Holy Word. It tells me where I came from,
where I am going and how to get there. This Bible tells me how
to live as a Christians, so I will hide His word in my heart that I
may not sin against God. My Bible tells me that I receive Christ
as my Savior, I pass from death unto life, so Thank God; I will
never be the same.

Final Words
In many ways I finished my book in Chapter 10, but I just
wanted to open the doors of your mind to keep thinking bout the
Creator who loves you. We are certain of difficult times ahead. I
urge you to caution lest you find yourself trying to fight God. If
you do, you will never, ever win. Read the Bible. Ask to
understand His purpose in life for you, and you will receive! It is
not that difficult to be counted among the sheep who will inherit
the kingdom:
He has told you, O man, what is good;
And what does the LORD require of you
But to do justice, to love kindness,
And to walk humbly with your God?
(Micah 6:8 NASB)
I hope you enjoyed reading this book, and I would like to hear
from you by email or through our Readers’ Forum. Please
recommend it to your friends or relatives. Finding biblical
treasures like I have written about in my books is worth sharing.
Maybe you, too, will write a book to tell us about your

Institutionalized academia is not allowing serious debates within
professional scientific forums on other options to explain the
origin of our planet and universe. Over 3,000 years of written
observations made by Greek philosophers (scientists actually),
religious scholars, or the many recorded experiments left to us
by the scientists of antiquity are denigrated as inferior by many
of our modern scholars. Condemnation is especially focused on
any works that mention the Bible because true spiritual
revelation cannot be scientifically proven in the Daleth
dimension.
It is a wrong-headed policy not to permit the disciplined study of
biblical revelation in our institutions of higher learning because it
treats such revelation as being irrelevant. Denying that a Heh
dimension exists just because we cannot test it in the Daleth
dimension laboratory is like denying the existence of love, life,
death, magnetism, gravity or many other realities of life that
cannot be understood either solely based on the Daleth
dimension data. The fact is that we have not really come up with
any believably rational replacement for the origins other than
some form of intelligent design from what is observable in our
material universe.
Reputable scientists who desire to investigate the questions
about origins should also look outside our closed system for
answers. As a scientist, I have found reliable knowledge outside
our closed system that gives a purpose for our existence in a
material universe. If you think about the concept of purpose,
eventually you are confronted with God who designed and
brought into existence a very complex system observable all
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around us, everywhere we look, for as far as we can probe with
our extended five senses.

Humans thus receive redemption by exchanging or mortal life
force destined to end (Taw) with an eternal life force a portion of
Jesus Holy spirit life (Jod), which is the force sustaining our very
existence. It is analogue to the Aleph/Alpha force (GodFather)
embedded in every atom to give it “Gestalt” or existence so that
we have a Daleth dimension universe still functioning as we can
see with our eyes and otherwise observe through instruments
that extend our natural senses.

As a dual rail scientist, I employ the teachings of the Bible
together with experiential and applied science. It is the only book
on earth that can back up its claim that its knowledge and
wisdom comes from the outside our material dimension of time
and space, which HANS defines as the Daleth dimension. It does
so with authority and through prophecy – both fulfilled in past
history as well as that which is yet to come to pass.
Usually, the massive amount of evidence I have submitted in my
books is readily dismissed by monorail scientists, monorail
theologians and other “experts” who are educated in Godless
institutions that teach the macro-evolutionary theory as fact.
Those who never venture into the literal, systematically
integrated, dual-rail biblical worldview will never understand
either the Daleth or the Heh dimension. Their willful ignorance
and rebellion against the Creator God pre-empts the possibility of
an open mind.
Why? Because if they do make an honest investigation, they
might have to admit that God is real, which means they would
have to face the issue of His moral and spiritual authority. The
problem is that they desire the license to satisfy their pride or
some felt need of their flesh more than they want to be
transformed into someone with the same loving and righteous
character as the Creator.
But the truth is that one day we all will stand before the God
revealed through Israel and Israel’s Bible, who then will be the
ultimate Judge. Their shame will be that they probably already
know His name. In that final Day of Judgment all persons who
have been dead, and any then living, will need to individually
acknowledge Him as their Creator and rightful King. Each will
hear His decision as to whether he or she has passed the test.
School time is then over, and those who graduated will get a
wonderful job in the eternal life prepared from the beginning for
them.
My books focus on what is ahead of us within the context of past
history. They also look forward to a tremendous future, which
God has in store for all of those willing to love Him in truth. Long
ago the Bible predicted the coming collapse of our global

From the beginning God determined for mortals to learn through
suffering in order that we will become immune or be inoculated
against evil. That is why we have the two-birthday butterfly cycle
for our complete development stage to correct any inherently
wrong programs, which express their presence through sinful
behavior. All those who serve Him must learn through trials and
affliction to become suitable for a new life experience in the Jod
dimension, “for the disciple is not above his master.”
“If the world hates you, be aware that it hated me
before it hated you. If you belonged to the world,
the world would love you as its own. Because you
do not belong to the world, but I have chosen you
out of the world—therefore the world hates you.
Remember the word that I said to you, ‘Servants
are not greater than their master.’ If they
persecuted me, they will persecute you; if they
kept my word, they will keep yours also. But they
will do all these things to you on account of my
name, because they do not know him who sent
me. (John 15:18-21)
As a consequence of living at the last days of a rebellious
civilization (Zayin Age) coming now shortly to an end, all mortals
must learn their final lessons. The primary reason for the
Apocalypse is to end Satan’s domain and to purge the Second
Heaven (part of the Heh dimension). This follows the removal of
all evil on the earth, and it will eliminate all satanic influences in
preparation for the coming Kingdom of God on earth during the
millennial global rule of Jesus from Jerusalem. The plan of God
for humanity as expressed in the Bible can be summed up with
the very the first two words of the Old Testament in Genesis
combined with the very last two words of Revelation in the Bible.
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wrath and anger and wrangling and slander,
together with all malice, and be kind to one
another, tenderhearted, forgiving one another, as
God in Christ has forgiven you. (Ephesians 4:1732)

economic and political system we think of as civilization. We are
already experiencing the advance warnings of the great natural
and man-made crises to come.

When the saints receive the Jesus’ Holy Spirit, they develop a
new “identity in Christ.” They learn to reject the old spirit of
selfish rebellion of the natural Adam nature we are all born with,
and they embrace or conform to the Second Adam nature, to be
like Christ, in order to qualify for life and administrative office in
the Jod dimension. This process will result in a series of choices
that will transform the mind of our personal identity or character
as believer and will “inoculate” him or her against any capacity
for evil to be prepared for the coming Jod-resurrection to be born
into the Kingdom of God lasting forever.
What I am saying, brothers and sisters, is this:
flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God,
nor does the perishable inherit the imperishable.
Listen, I will tell you a mystery! We will not all die,
but we will all be changed, in a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet.
For the trumpet will sound, and the dead will be
raised imperishable, and we will be changed. For
this perishable body must put on imperishability,
and this mortal body must put on immortality.
When this perishable body puts on imperishability,
and this mortal body puts on immortality, then the
saying that is written will be fulfilled:
“Death has been swallowed up in victory. Where,
O death is your victory? Where, O death is your
sting?”
The sting of death is sin, and the power of sin is
the law. But thanks be to God, who gives us the
victory through our Lord Jesus Christ.
Therefore, my beloved, be steadfast, immovable,
always excelling in the work of the Lord, because
you know that in the Lord your labor is not in vain.
(1Corinthians 15:50-58)

But the Bible also foretells that most of humanity will continue to
reject the God of Israel’s plan and promises in order to try to
solve its problems on its own. The nations will try to solve their
problems with a massive and repressive One World System of
government. It will be founded on international trade and a
unified religion the Bible calls Mystery Babylon.
In response God is going to purge the Second Heaven part of the
Heh dimension of all satanic forces. He will follow that up by
wiping out any human rebels on earth (Daleth dimension). The
resulting process of birth is popularly called the Apocalypse. Its
purpose is to prepare humanity for the promised arrival of the
Kingdom of God on earth. Through it, Jesus will reign over all
nations from Jerusalem for a thousand years of peace, prosperity
and spiritual clarity executed justly in truth. Read the 7th
chapter of this book again.
There will be no “Rapture” for the faithful, though misled
Christians who desire to escape prior to the Apocalypse. Jesus’
coming in the clouds will happen sometime after the Apocalypse
is over. There are a number of theologically simple reasons why
many Christians will then be terribly surprised. The Second
Heaven of the Heh dimension is currently occupied as the realm
or dominion held by the Devil and his demons. (Ephesians 2:2)
Monorail Christians do not know what Heaven is. These spiritual
battles are real and not trivial as demonstrated by Gabriel’s
delay by the demonic “Prince of Persia.” In Daniel 10:13 this
man of God reports that Gabriel had trouble penetrating through
the air domain under Satan’s control in order to deliver his
message. It took 21 days for the mighty Gabriel to get through
to Daniel, and even then he required the help of Michael at the
head of a heavenly army.
So Christians listen, when Jesus comes in the clouds on a white
horse to meet the living and dead mortals now resurrected with
glorious bodies, one thing is sure: no evil angels are going to be
around to sabotage and break up His wedding party. The war in
heaven will already be history by then. (Revelation 12:7-10)
With the written marriage covenant, which is also the title to the
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earth, in His hand Jesus will have had the heavenly highway
before Him totally cleared of spiritual scum before He comes for
His Bride. (Revelation 19:7-10) Until Michael and the Host of
Heaven have finished driving them out, Christ cannot come for
His Bride, and the Saints cannot rise to meet Him in the air
either. (1Thessalonians 4:16-17; Revelation 20:4)

Spirit to make us fit for the Jod dimension or conform to the
Second Adam nature, to be like Christ.

This means that the true believers will also live during the
Apocalypse. A number of them will become martyrs. Through the
trials of the Apocalypse, the saints will acquire a special immune
system against evil that will qualify them to rule in the highest
government positions of the Jod universe under the eternal God,
who is now made visible in the person of Jesus Christ.
Many believers will survive the ravages of the Apocalypse to its
very end. Other survivors will include millions of basically decent
people who were not killed by the four (4) death angels you will
become familiar with in my second book. These people will live to
serve God in the future and repopulate the planet during the
1,000 years of peace and prosperity to come that I call the Teth
Age. God will bring His sheep safely through the years of
tribulation. These are the ones who will be sealed throughout the
Apocalypse by the holy angels. They were appointed and sent by
God for that purpose even as the wicked (goat people) will be
judged with suffering and removed by death:
…the Lord knows how to rescue the godly from
temptation [trial-alternate reading], and to keep
the unrighteous under punishment to the day of
judgment. (2Peter 2:9)
You still have time, dear reader to make a very important choice:
who you want to believe? The animals and plants, of course,
have no choice, and I hope that you do not consider yourself to
be an animal as our schools teach. They live and move in
accordance with the divine plan for their creation and biological
survival in their native environments. Of course, their lives are
different from ours. With them, however, we endure the
conditions of a fallen world under Satan’s destructive juggernaut
due to Adam and Eve’s choice, and that is why many species
have become extinct. Since then, the natural environment has
been thoroughly exploited, as animals have been worked to
death and treated like biological raw materials that can be

This is the “old man” versus “new man” analogy most Christians
are familiar with, or the structural meaning of “Christ in me, the
hope of glory.”
…and it is no longer I who live, but it is Christ who
lives in me. And the life I now live in the flesh I
live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and
gave himself for me. (Galatians 2:20)
Now this I affirm and insist on in the Lord: you
must no longer live as the Gentiles live, in the
futility of their minds. They are darkened in their
understanding, alienated from the life of God
because of their ignorance and hardness of heart.
They have lost all sensitivity and have abandoned
themselves to licentiousness, greedy to practice
every kind of impurity.
That is not the way you learned Christ! For surely
you have heard about him and were taught in him,
as truth is in Jesus. You were taught to put away
your former way of life, your old self, corrupt and
deluded by its lusts, and to be renewed in the
spirit of your minds, and to clothe yourselves with
the new self, created according to the likeness of
God in true righteousness and holiness.
So then, putting away falsehood let all of us speak
the truth to our neighbors, for we are members of
one another. Be angry but do not sin; do not let
the sun go down on your anger, and do not make
room for the devil. Thieves must give up stealing;
rather let them labor and work honestly with their
own hands, so as to have something to share with
the needy.
Let no evil talk come out of your mouths, but only
what is useful for building up, as there is need, so
that your words may give grace to those who hear.
And do not grieve the Holy Spirit of God, with
which you were marked with a seal for the day of
redemption. Put away from you all bitterness and
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God has spoken through Jesus, “Whosoever comes to me (Jesus)
will enter into everlasting life. If any man is thirsty and believes
in Me, then from his innermost being shall flow rivers of living
water.” (John 7:37-38) Those born of the Holy Spirit will become
springs of living water (the Holy Spirit). That is the Word of
Jesus. It is guaranteed and that is the law of the universe
originally brought into existence by His Word. God spoke before
time, and the universe became an energized reality with the
invisible electromagnetic force Dr. Einstein discovered in the
seven rainbow colors of the visible light spectrum. God will speak
again, and the Jod-universe will come into existence “making all
things new.”

exploited through mass production and genetic engineering
without moral regard for their conscious being. This could apply
to many of us who think we are just biological relatives of apes.
It has before under the Nazis.

So you see, the second rail gives balance to the whole system.
One must understand the system of HANS in order to understand
the trinity. You will also begin to understand how the Holy Spirit
functions as the invisible side of God in the Heh dimension. One
must use both rails to reach toward a more complete and
balanced understanding of God’s plan. I tried to share it with you
in these many pages. I have attempted several different
approaches and methods in the process, but without the help of
the Holy Spirit we will never understand it. Whether you are a
Moslem, Christian or a Jew, understanding the concept of three
in one is difficult, but both science and the Bible teach that God
is One, which fact may remain a permanent mystery for you.
We have now covered new concepts that you will not find taught
in universities and seminaries. Discovering HANS was a
wonderful experience for me, and I hope it has cleared up some
of your own questions, which in one way or another have raged
throughout our civilization for thousands of years. I look forward
to meeting Him who was invisible but now is reveal in Jesus. I
want to touch His hands and feet and be secure in loving the
right person forever.
To sum it up, Jesus is the Holy Spirit Godhead shrouded in the
flesh to become visible. He continues invisible in the believer who
has received the gift of the Holy Spirit. Many Christians like to
say, “Let Jesus come in your heart.” When the saints receive
Jesus’ Spirit they develop a new “identity in Christ” by learning
how to reject the old spirit of selfish rebellion of the natural
Adam nature we where born with and embrace the Jesus Holy

Hundreds of years of abuse by thousands of professional
religionists have inspired many secular philosophers to think that
religion is poisonous to healthy societies and their citizens. If
Voltaire and Marx (to name two famous European thinkers) had
been educated in the dual-rail system and not rejected biblical
truth simply because of the many gross abuses of the religious
establishment, then, perhaps, Europe would not have been
destroyed twice at the hands of the likes of Hitler, Stalin or
Mussolini and the thousands of faceless executioners they
employed. Millions of people would not have lost their lives
needlessly.
The Bible teaches a cause-and-effect law of life, which comes
from the God’s throne. Ignoring it only demonstrates it exists
because the wholesale rejection of faith has also led to millions
of people being oppressed and murdered by totalitarian
economic and political systems as modern history testifies. These
sad tales of violent oppression and genocide will be repeated
over and over if we forget why millions were killed in the name
of one ideology or another.
People trained to think systematically or logically cannot avoid
these important questions without coming to terms with the
Bible. Most educated people today have never read the Bible,
and most of those who have read it, understand very little of
what they read because the eye of our natural minds requires
the lens of the Holy Spirit in order to comprehend the mind of
God revealed in His Word. (1Corinthians 2:6-16) Jesus has
promised help to those who ask through prayer in His name.
Nevertheless, the “Book of books” cannot be ignored. The Bible
may seem a complex literary work because it was written by 40
authors over a period of 3,000 years ending over 1,900 years
ago. For a collection of books written by so many over such a
long period of time, the Bible demonstrates an amazing degree
of integrated unity of knowledge or wholeness. This fact in itself
demonstrates the existence of an eternal Editor to guide its
development from beginning to end. The Bible is God’s Word,
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and it is His revelation to humanity. Through His Spirit, He
unveils what He wants us to know when we read it or hear it
taught:

It seems to be out of “nothingness” because our material
universe of the 7-color band Daleth dimension was formed out of
the higher energy levels of the 5-color band Heh dimension that
we cannot perceive by any physical means, method or
instrument. Remember, the Heh dimension is the eternal reality.
At the end of time even the Heh dimension will be made anew
raised to a new, Jod dimension of the New Heaven and New
Earth.

For to us God revealed them through the Spirit; for
the Spirit searches all things, even the depths of
God. For who among men knows the thoughts of a
man except the spirit of the man which is in him?
Even so the thoughts of God no one knows except
the Spirit of God.
Now we have received, not the spirit of the world,
but the Spirit who is from God, so that we may
know the things freely given to us by God, which
things we also speak, not in words taught by
human wisdom, but in those taught by the Spirit,
combining spiritual thoughts with spiritual words.
But a natural man does not accept the things of
the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness to him;
and he cannot understand them, because they are
spiritually appraised. But he who is spiritual
appraises all things, yet he himself is appraised by
no one. (1Corinthians 2:10-15, NASB)
Like the smaller eggs in my Russian Egg analogy, my books
attempt to relate a condensed version of what you will discover
in the big egg of the Bible. Please do not be surprised when I tell
you about the Bible’s Editor from the other side of the Heh
dimension because He wants us to have this information from
outside of our closed system Daleth dimension. It is the only
trustworthy source for rational and honest answers to the big
questions.
One might ask a monorail scientist to explain the big picture of
our existence with its many dilemmas and meaningful questions
of life like, “Why I am here on this planet? Where is this world
going? And, will it end some time?” but their best, honest
answers are going to be incomplete at no professional fault of
their own. The only dependable answers must come from outside
of our material dimension of time and space that they cannot
examine naturally. It takes spiritual help to understand the
impending course and destination of today’s the mad rush of
modern technological developments.

The Biblical Holy Spirit of God can only perform or work the will
of God, according to His perfect love and justice. As a
counterpart for the visible God in heaven, Satan now operates in
the Daleth dimension through a spirit power from the Heh
dimension that is universally present in our material universe
and that cannot be measured by science. It is like a counterfeit
Holy Spirit. This “power of the air” (Hebrew ruach = moving air,
wind or spirit) is analogous to the Holy Spirit, but it is a power
that can be accessed to do either good or evil interchangeably. It
is the spirit of rebellion and ephemeral existence. It probably
represents a level of the energy continuum’s Daleth side that is
near what we perceive as the infinity border from the scientific or
natural side of reality.
There are a number of other discoveries we can make with this
construct of the universe. If it was possible to remove the Holy
Spirit from the resurrected Saints, then they would cease to exist
similar to how the elements of the Daleth dimension would no
longer exist if the internal energy left the atoms of the natural
elements making up the seven rainbow colors. They would
implode in a chain reaction that would collapse the whole
universe so that nothing would exist. It would be like taking the
iron – only one element - out of a skyscraper: the building would
implode just as the Twin Towers pancaked for all to see on TV
during the 9/11 disaster in New York.
Like in the natural world where each element has imbedded so
many electrons, positrons, neutrons and hundreds other
particles, so the resurrected Saints will emit a personalized
radiance of the one perfect Holy Spirit. Each person will be
uniquely different throughout eternity just like the natural
elements differ from each other in their pure state or blended
together in various compounds possessing different percentages
of components.
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groups of people comprise all the redeemed and resurrected
citizens destined for the Jod dimension, which are known by God
to be His. They are mostly invisible to us.

As I see our society being relentless herded into the Apocalypse,
I am forced, as a dual-rail scientist, to embrace the faith of a
Savior called the Messiah, Jesus Christ as the only solution sent
to a world out of control. He is the micro-egg of the universe in
my Russian Egg analogy. He is the only answer to my questions.
Investigating Him is the only way I know that stands any chance
of penetrating the mysteries of the universe that address every
scientific, philosophical or theological problem we encounter in
our modern world.

The 5 rainbow colors of the Heh/Jod dimension are added to the
7 colors of the Daleth dimension’s electromagnetic spectrum to
form one continuous band of energy inclusive of the physical and
metaphysical universe that could be represented by a 12-color
band rainbow. Even though we can only see the visible light part
of the Daleth dimension’s electromagnetic spectrum on earth, we
know that there is energy at continuous frequency intervals both
above and below it. They gradually increase of decrease until the
endpoints marked infinity are approached. Similar to the limited
range of visible light, beyond infinity is where the Heh dimension
part of the full Daleth-Heh energy spectrum is to be found even
though science cannot “see” it with all of our modern technology.
In fact, I believe that the “rainbow” that John described over
God’s throne in Revelation has 12 color bands.
To repeat it again, the Daleth dimension has seven (7) rainbow
colors within the light spectrum of the natural world, which is
one rail of the HANS system, and the heavenly realm has five (5)
colors, which parallel the five names of the saints and are second
rail of the railroad track system. As spiritual stones, the Saints
represent the heavenly elements whose imbedded signatures are
found in the 5 Heh dimension rainbow colors above God’s throne.
(1Peter 2:4-8) They are analogous to the elements of the Daleth
dimension that have patterns of spectral lines for their
signatures. Thus, each one of the millions of Saints has a unique
signature, which reflects their special immune system against
evil for overcoming the sins, trials, temptations or obstacles in
the Daleth dimension as well as their rewards for the works and
fruit that the Holy Spirit had accomplished through them.
The GodSpirit is the multidimensional divine force that holds the
physical world together. (Colossians 1:17) All of the matter and
energy in the universe ultimately is an extension of this
continuous band of God’s power and presence. All that science
can examine and all that the Bible ascribes to Heaven from
before time to after time is created out of Spirit because it was
out of the seeming nothingness of God’s omnipotence that
everything has been created. (Hebrews 11:3)

Since science cannot explain the Heh dimension, we must go to a
witness that came from the Heh dimension. Let’s find out and
see if the Bible provided a trustworthy eyewitness to believe, and
with that I will end my book with this last question that I must
ask the only witness to come from the other side:
Who is Jesus Christ? Is He human?
Is He divine? How? Why?

The Wise will Understand
To answer my questions about Jesus, we must first provide
context of the methodology. The prophet Daniel wrote the book
of his visions from God 500 years before Christ. The question
came up, “How long to the end of these wonders?” He was told
to go his way because the answer would be “sealed up” until the
“end time.” (Daniel 12:8-10) In the last days there would be
wise ones who would have insight into the timing and events
leading up to the Great Tribulation and restoration of Israel
under her promised Messiah-King.
Yes, the angel of God (perhaps Gabriel?) told Daniel that at the
end time there would be people who would figure it out. Reading
Daniel’s prophecies I came to realize that the last days have
already arrived. As the actual events unfold, all that I have
written in my books – as well as all of the old theories,
prophecies and their various religious interpretations will come
under the test of fulfillment. They will endure the scrutiny of all
in regards to their truth or error.
Through HANS (the Hebrew Alphabet Number System), I have
presented a number of calendar dates as well as some
alternative understandings of specific Bible verses. A number of
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the insights I have gained from HANS explain some of the
prophetic story a little differently. If you have not purchased my
second book yet, you may read the Mystery of Tammuz 17 on
the Internet at www.apocalypse2008-2015.com. If you do, I
think what you find there will motivate you to buy that book, too.

either, although a “great number” of priests became “obedient to
the faith.” (Acts 6:7) To this day rabbinic Judaism still refuses to
accept their Bibles’ predictions that plainly spell out the need for
a suitably perfect and eternal sacrifice to redeem Israel and fulfill
all of the promises without compromising God’s holiness.

When I discovered HANS, it revolutionized everything that I had
ever been taught in Christian Sunday school. Finding this unique
new discovery late in my retirement years did not surprise me.
When you have invented as many gadgets as I have, your mind
never stops. An obscure Hebrew Alphabet Number System found
in a 50-year old book filled me with the youthful excitement of
new discovery. However, when I shared this discovery with
others, many became upset and did not want to hear any more
about it. So I started to write in response to an inaudible inner
voice that compelled me to comply. At first I resisted this
undertaking, but as you can see, I gave in and did it spending
over three years of my life in the process.
HANS looks at God’s plan for Humanity from a full Bible
perspective in which one rail represents the Hebrew Scriptures
and the Jewish culture founded on them such as the annual
festivals and fast days. The second rail so necessary for the dualrail track of God’s prophetic railroad through history and
prophecy is the Greek New Testament and related Christian
beliefs. These two traditions look at certain scriptural truth a
little differently. My rediscovery of HANS made me aware of both
rails and helped me to resolve any seeming conflicts in their
specific perspectives. HANS makes it easier to see what they
have in common.
Each religion emphasizes who God is and proscribes how to
worship Him. For example, the Jewish traditions focus on the
oneness or unity of God, beside whom there is no other.
Christian religious leaders developed a Trinitarian perspective of
God’s nature over a period of 400 years following the life of
Jesus. God the Father was equated with the Old Testament LORD
(Yahweh). Jesus was God the Son, and Holy Spirit referred to
God’s continuing presence with the individual and/or body of
believers, which expressed the concept of God as three in one.
Since both religions are obviously at odds over their definition of
God and since they have a history filled with considerable

The Invisible Purpose of the GodSpirit Explained
Science Reveals that God is One
In applying the mirror analogy we can learn a great deal about
the Heh dimension from science that we cannot learn any other
way. Based on the principle that they are very similar, we can
postulate how the Heh dimension works by comparing it with
Daleth and then overlay those conclusions with HANS and the
Bible. With two rails we can begin to have a more balanced
perspective of the nature of God.
The key is to better understand the functions of the Holy Spirit,
who is the third expression of the Christian trinity concept.
Daleth dimension science has proven that energy lies at the core
of the universe’s structure. All matter can be converted into
energy, and energy is the “glue” that holds atoms together. It is
imbedded within every element at the subatomic level. The
energy of the Daleth universe is expressed in 7 rainbow colors of
visible light. The rainbow represents every element defined
within one infinite electromagnetic force continuum symbolized in
mathematics by Alpha/Aleph. In the HANS overlay we call it the
GodSpirit force. The Bible and most Christians refer to it as the
Holy Spirit because it is the divine presence and essence
emanating from God and is God.
God is Spirit, and those who worship Him must
worship in Spirit and truth. (John 4:24 NASB,
capitalization is mine)
On the other (Heh or Jod) side or rail, we find the same
structural energy embedded in all of the elements of the
metaphysical universe (like the New Jerusalem’s streets, etc.)
including the redeemed Saints. Here the rainbow has 5 colors
according to the Rosetta Stone 7:5 ratio. This conclusion is
substantiated by the Bible’s 5 names for the different groups of
Saints described in the Family of God section of Chapter 5. These
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me must follow me; and where I am, my servant
also will be. My Father will honor the one who
serves me.

antagonism, HANS could be the tool to open the doors of
common understanding and worship of what is normally
considered to be the same God, revealed in the shared Bible of
Israel written almost exclusively by Israelites. While only a few
may have noticed, I believe the time has already arrived when
we will need each other in order to survive the coming times of
trial and destruction.

"Now my heart is troubled, and what shall I say?
'Father, save me from this hour'? No, it was for
this very reason I came to this hour. Father, glorify
your name!"
Then a voice came from heaven, "I have glorified
it, and will glorify it again." The crowd that was
there and heard it said it had thundered; others
said an angel had spoken to him.
Jesus said, "This voice was for your benefit, not
mine. Now is the time for judgment on this world;
now the prince of this world will be driven out. But
I, when I am lifted up from the earth, will draw all
men to myself." He said this to show the kind of
death he was going to die.
The crowd spoke up, "We have heard from the Law
that the Christ will remain forever, so how can you
say, 'The Son of Man must be lifted up'? Who is
this 'Son of Man'?"
Then Jesus told them, "You are going to have the
light just a little while longer. Walk while you have
the light, before darkness overtakes you. The man
who walks in the dark does not know where he is
going. Put your trust in the light while you have it,
so that you may become sons of light." When he
had finished speaking, Jesus left and hid himself
from them. (John 12:20-36, NIV)
After Jesus’ resurrection two disciples were walking home to
Emmaus, and Jesus attaches Himself to them so that they walk
together for some distance. (Luke 24:13-35) Along the way
Jesus explained the necessity for the Messiah to suffer death in
order to enter into glory. God was born in the flesh as a man to
make atonement for human sin so that all who believe may be
saved. I think that this story makes it plain that even the
disciples did not quite get it. Obviously, then, the masses were
not tuned in to what was being fulfilled before their very eyes
and in their hearing. The lawyers of the Torah did not get it

God is giving us one last chance to repent from any superstitious
antagonism or hateful racial or ethnic bias. We need to focus on
what lies ahead of us. My hope is that religious persecution
would stop for one another as we come to recognize that we are
called to be spiritual brothers. If we cannot do this now, the
Apocalypse coming in 2008-2015 will force us to do so because
God announced that He will purify His creation in preparation for
the birth of His Kingdom in the new age to come usually referred
to as the millennium. Our preparation is to do our best, with
God’s help, to live in accordance with His ways today.
HANS is very simple matrix. That is its beauty. Any deviation to
the pattern alerts us to ask why. When I did this with the book of
Revelation written by John, I got a much clearer picture of what
was going on. Originally, I thought that perhaps the pages were
mixed up as the story seemed very confusing to me, and I knew
that I was not alone in that because there are a variety of
interpretations taught by the various church denominations.
Then it occurred to me that what John saw was like standing in
the middle of a 360 degree cinema-in-the-round.
It would take expert writing skill to describe what he saw.
Imagine yourself watching all the fire, thunders, armies and
angels coming and going intermixed with strange creatures with
multiple heads and a variety of horns. All in all, he did a very
good job. You can read a more extended description of my
perspectives on what John saw and wrote about in the
Introduction to “The Mystery of Tammuz 17.”
A word of caution! Do not elevate HANS to a religious doctrine,
or look to it to give some mystical secrets of hidden knowledge
like might be found in the Cabala. It is just a little ABC tool for
the Hebrew language that gives us a little richer understanding
of what is plainly written and understood in its various literary
and cultural contexts and nothing more.
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As someone who made his living in the professional world as a
scientist and inventor of various instruments used in applied
science, I found myself in the middle of scientific and religious
debates where, much to my sorrow an dismay, the scientific
facts in the Bible where distorted or denied outright. On the
other hand, unscientific theories like evolution have been
elevated to a religious belief system exclusively taught in our
schools. HANS is a tool to discipline our thinking logically rather
than a means of avoiding confrontation.

brilliant light – but they hear a voice speak, or is there another
person? Could it be the same person speaking?

Christians should not be afraid to use science to check out
biblical truth. For me, discovering HANS exposed me to biblical
perspectives I never would have encountered otherwise. This is
why I am so adamant about using both rails of the biblical
railroad track of understanding God’s plan and purpose through
time. This means using both the Old and New Testaments to
explore biblical teachings, or the two rails of science and the
Bible to understand the bigger questions concerning God and the
universe.
My meditations on the nature of God from the perspective of
HANS and science, hopefully, will not be construed as an attack
on any established belief system. Science and religion should be
thought of as a dual rail railroad track, too. Trying to understand
God using only one side of the track makes one a monorail
theologian or a monorail scientist, depending on which rail you
are sitting on. I believe that the Creator God has imbedded His
plan for humanity and this planet into both sides of the track. He
has designed a balanced system of revelation from the other side
(Heh) for us to grow in the knowledge and grace of spiritual
truth. So if you find something you do not agree with in my
writings, first remember my railroad analogy and look for how
the system can balance out.

The Bible’s Rosetta Stone
My discovery of a Rosetta Stone in the Bible at this time in our
civilization is not an accident. I believe that it is part of the
fulfillment of the Word of God delivered so long ago to Daniel. I
do not have exclusive rights to the idea that God’s judgment is
near. In fact, I have even learned about a few others who have
arrived at the same or similar dates once I had put my first draft

Like in Deuteronomy 4:35, it says: Out of Heaven (Heh
dimension) He let you hear His voice.” In our three examples
only a voice is heard like in ancient days of Israel. The one God
was always represented with one voice only. The Bible text
seems clear to most Christians in our modern Western mindset
that there are not two persons here, but if you think as Jews did
2,000 years ago, then maybe you can come up with another
interpretation of this event.
To you it was shown so that you would
acknowledge that the Lord is God; there is no
other besides him. (Deuteronomy 4:35)
So acknowledge today and take to heart that the
LORD is God in heaven above and on the earth
beneath; there is no other. (Deuteronomy 4:39)
One more happened shortly after Jesus was acclaimed the
Messiah by the people waving the branches of palms in
Jerusalem. Jesus had predicted His death and resurrection to
glory. He called out, “Father, glorify Thy name,” and a voice from
Heaven answered. Those further away said it was a thunder.
Wondering about it Jesus said plainly that is was for their benefit
and not His. He had come from the Heh dimension - from
Heaven, and they had not. Part of His divine purpose was about
to be fulfilled – His qualification to replace the current ruler of
this age, Satan the Devil:
Now there were some Greeks among those who
went up to worship at the Feast. They came to
Philip, who was from Bethsaida in Galilee, with a
request. "Sir," they said, "we would like to see
Jesus." Philip went to tell Andrew; Andrew and
Philip in turn told Jesus.
Jesus replied, "The hour has come for the Son of
Man to be glorified. I tell you the truth, unless a
kernel of wheat falls to the ground and dies, it
remains only a single seed. But if it dies, it
produces many seeds. The man who loves his life
will lose it, while the man who hates his life in this
world will keep it for eternal life. Whoever serves
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that God would choose to come to them as a fleshly human
subject to death.

of the books on the Internet. My work is original in that presents
a whole system of theological thinking in a scientific context, but
I have not leaned on any other person’s attempts to calculate the
dates of the Apocalypse or any theological treatise on the nature
of God and the universe. I have had the help of a dual-rail
professor with some background in theology and archaeology,
Christopher Patton who has become my co-writer and editor.

Even the disciples did not get it. After hearing hundreds of
sermons Philip asked Jesus, “Show us the Father, and it is
enough for us.” Jesus answered, “Have I been with you so long,
and you do not yet know me? If you have seen me, you have
seen the Father!” (John 14:8-9 paraphrased)
When Jesus asked Peter, “Who do you think I am?” Peter said
correctly, “You are the Messiah, the Son of the living God!”
(Matthew 16:16) His understanding inspired Jesus to give him
keys of the Kingdom of Heaven, which meant access to the
divine power of the Heh dimension.
The Bible offers three events as witnesses in order to give us
extra confirmation of Jesus being the Son of God. The first came
when He rose out of the waters of His baptism by John, the
heavens were opened, and a voice said, “This is my beloved
Son.” In other words, this human being in front of you is divine
from the other Heh dimension. Remember Jesus is introducing
an important, new concept to mostly uneducated people and
must therefore go easy leading into deeper truth and use
analogies the common people understand.
Remember, analogies only explain some aspects of complex
issues. Jesus used many parables from farming like the wheat
and tares, sheep and goats, lost sheep, owners, field managers
and day laborers, various rich men and some poor. His familyoriented parables included ones about virgins and oil lamps,
elderly widows, a father and his sons.
The second witness is recorded by three different gospels and
took place on a high mountain with a select audience. This event
is referred to as the transfiguration because Jesus radiates
brilliantly like the sun. Five (5) men (10 ears and 10 eyes) heard
Jesus referred to as, “My Son.” Granted that two of them, Moses
and Elijah, were witnesses from previous ages who seemed to be
alive and talking to Jesus. The other three were the disciples
Peter, James and John.
A voice is heard to say, “My Son.” But where is God? Is
something recognized or is it implied here that there are two
persons? The witnesses see only one person - Jesus shining in

HANS pointed me to Daniel’s prophecy, which then led to a
discovery that sums up what the Bible has to say about God’s
7,000-Year Plan for Humanity. It tells us why God created us and
placed us in an unfair world often plagued by terrible evils. That
topic by itself could fill a thousand books as yet not printed,
because most cultures still have a great deal to learn about
Bible.
I found the 7-year plan for the Apocalypse imbedded within the
7,000-year plan. The key link between the two is Noah’s Flood –
just where Jesus directed us to look. (Matthew 24:37) The only
reliable information about Noah’s Flood is found in the Bible.
Modern journalistic science mostly covers up the geological
evidence for the Flood because they do not want you to know
about it. In reading my two books, you have quickly learned that
I understand the Bible from a perspective that is neither an
established theological nor a secularly scientific viewpoint. I
come at it from the practical and technical side of applied
science, which is where I have my experience as an inventor and
entrepreneurial business owner.
Providentially, the Bible has the answers, and I can give you
many logical analogies from the natural world that you can easily
follow. These analogies provide insights into the nature of God
and the metaphysical universe from what we can observe and
measure in our physical universe of matter, energy and time.
Just remember than any analogy has its limitations, and one
analogy normally conflicts a bit with another as they never
complement each other perfectly. Our brains are limited to the
Daleth dimension by their sensual input, but we are trying to
learn about the metaphysical Heh dimension of “the other side.”
Because human beings are born with a spiritual component that
creates in us a sense that there is something more to look for
beyond the fog of our material consciousness. Every now and
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then we can get a brilliant flash of the true reality beyond, but
we must mostly be content with an indirect knowledge of the
Heh dimension until we are born into it by the resurrection.

sinner. Your mother is a whore, and you were born out of
wedlock. It is only by the goodness of your adopted father that
your mother’s reputation was saved, as well as your own. You
are no one worthy enough to teach to us about our God.” There
are many incidences like these mentioned in the Gospels. You
should read the Bible to find out what really happened.

It is up to you to determine how it is best to apply my analogies
to your existing belief system. My primary objective is for you to
accept the idea that we can discover many truths about God in
the realm of science. To learn anything, one must first lay aside
(at least temporarily) any existing biases, including his or her
religious bias or upbringing. It does not cost you much to do so,
just a little time. But the benefits of doing so could be far
reaching – from an eternal life in glory to better planning your
retirement investments. Personally, I have nothing to gain one
way or another as that is your own business to decide. If you
choose to ignore what I have written, that is OK with me. I have
gone out on a limb and given you some specific dates to watch
out for. Whether I am right or wrong about them, you will still
need to deal with God one day.

Jesus faced significant obstacles to His teaching. He had to fight
a number of misconceptions and pure ignorance about the Bible.
For example, what was He communicating when He used the
term, “Son of Man”? Slowly, Jesus develops the concept that the
Eternal Creator God residing in the Third Heaven of the Heh
dimension has now become visible to humanity as a man. This
by itself is an impossible proposition even more incompatible
with today’s Jewish religion.
HANS helps us to readily recognize that the expression “Son of
Man” belongs to the Daleth dimension side of the Jesus coin and
the expression “Son of God” refers to the Heh Dimension side. It
is the same person only our viewpoint is redirected:
One God

How Monorail Theology Got Started
In AD 325 the Christian leaders were brought together at Nicaea
in Asia Minor (modern Turkey) by the Roman Emperor
Constantine to define the Christian faith. He wanted a single
religious organization to unite his empire of diverse peoples, and
the various bishops were divided in their understanding of a few
primary doctrines including the nature of the relationship
between the Father and the Son. In the process the shift to a
monorail Christianity became the official religious perspective of
the emperor-approved Orthodox Church, present in the west as
the Roman Catholic Church.
Most of the “Jewishness” of the early church was formally
removed, and most of the remaining Jewish believers were
expelled. The Council of Nicaea marked a major turning point in
the relationship between the Jewish and Christian communities.
About two hundred years prior to that Council of Nicaea, most of
the Jewish residents of Judea were forcefully evicted from their
homeland as a result of their revolt against Rome in the late AD
60s.

Jesus
Son of

Jesus
Son of

Man

God

Daleth

Heh

At his trial Jesus plainly referred to Himself as “I AM,” meaning
the Creator God who appeared to Moses and gave Israel the Ten
Commandments. This statement enraged the High Priest and his
followers so that the trial itself ignored many procedural aspects
and ended up behaving like a lynch mob.
Jesus also presented His relationship with God as being a fatherson dynamic where Jesus on earth was the divine Son of the
invisible Father in Heaven. It was His chosen way to
communicate the unfamiliar, out-of-this-world relationship
between the Daleth and Heh dimensions to the simple folks that
made up the bulk of His audiences. At that time nobody could
even dream that this analogy of father and son would be
elevated to the enforced doctrine of the trinity 300 years later. It
was very difficult for the Jewish people of Jesus’ day to believe
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Both faiths believe when God says an original something, it is the
truth and cannot be altered because God cannot be a liar and
does not change his mind later. However, Christians who are not
educated on the other rail of the railroad track cannot argue their
theories any better than the Pharisees in Jesus’ time because
you cannot disprove it from a monorail perspective. Remember
the doctrine of the trinity came about 400 years after Jesus
lived, when the two monorail religions were firmly entrenched.
By that time many Jewish people had already been severely
persecuted, even tortured and killed, by Christians. These two
monorail systems will be dismantled during and with the trials
and truths revealed by the Apocalypse 2008-2015.

The Jewish Zealot rebellions against Rome divided their
community. Even in the Gospels one can read about the different
religious and political parties like the Pharisees, Sadducees and
Herodians. As a result of Jesus’ ministry, the coming of the Holy
Spirit and the teaching of the apostles, about one third of the
Jewish population of 4-6 million believed that Jesus was the
promised Messiah son of David. Following the Roman victories in
the 70s, the Jewish believers in Jesus were gradually and
forcefully evicted from the rabbinic synagogue. Thus, the rabbis
became monorail religionists to protect their place of leadership
in the community.

Now let’s shed some light how this new revelation (that God is
three persons in one) got started. If you feel a little lost, you are
not alone as most people do not understand this subject very
well. When the incarnate invisible God prepared a body to show
up in the Daleth dimension of our material world in time, He
appeared as “His name shall be called Jesus.” Then comes the
announcement in the Bible of about the purpose for His birth,
“for it is He who will save His people from their sins.”
She will bear a son, and you are to name him
Jesus, for he will save his people from their sins.
(Matthew 1:21)

The exclusion of the Jewish followers of Jesus from the Jewish
community became total during the rebellion of the false
messiah Simon Bar-Kochba in the AD 130s. One of the primary
founders of modern rabbinic Judaism, Rabbi Akiba, had
proclaimed Simon the Messiah of Israel. Those who did not follow
his religious leadership were rejected from being Jewish due to
their perceived lack of patriotism. The Romans under Emperor
Hadrian crushed their revolt, sowed Jerusalem with salt and
dedicated a temple to Jupiter Olympus on the site of the Israelite
Temple. No Jews were permitted to live in Judea, and the long
“Diaspora” or exile of the Jewish people as a nation from their
promised land began.

Jesus answered them, “Do not complain among
yourselves. No one can come to me unless drawn
by the Father who sent me; and I will raise that
person up on the last day. (John 6:42-44)

Non-Jewish Christians did not want to be associated with the
rebellious Jews, so they generally rejected the outwardly Jewish
roots of their faith to avoid being persecuted as anti-Roman
troublemakers. So from AD 325 on, it is clear that both the
Jewish and Christian religions practiced monorail theology.
Unfortunately, the two parties started to fear and hate each
other, too. The Jews taught that there is only one God, and the
Christians defined God as a unified three: the Father, Son, and
Holy Sprit. If you did not believe what your group taught, then
you suffered. Some were even burned as heretics. I hope that
my attempts to explore the nature of God using HANS and
analogies from the natural world will help to bridge this gap.

Jesus plainly said, “I have no sin in me; tell me if you find one.”
This statement is a paradox from the human perspective and
consequently yielded an outrage for stoning, which Jesus avoided
by walking away. Then he said in the synagogue that He was the
Messiah. Again, they picked up stones, and said, “You are born

God reveals Himself to sincere persons who want to learn about
the Creator of the universe who authored the Bible. Honest
questions must be asked: What does God want from me? What is
the other side when we die? How could a loving God send the
terrible trials of the Apocalypse upon all nations? Is He a

Jesus had an amazingly normal childhood. When He grows up,
people do not accept that He was so different as to be a sinless
person or God in the flesh.
They were saying, “Is not this Jesus, the son of
Joseph, whose father and mother we know? How
can he now say, ‘I have come down from
heaven’?”
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forgiving Person or Spirit? Will He condemn me to hell? Is He
Jewish or Christian? What about the Moslems’ God? Is He the
same God? Many similar questions are also asked, and my books
might inspire a few new ones.

be a conquering king who would re-establish David’s throne of
political rule over the land promised to Abraham. Everybody
expected it. Judea was occupied by the Romans and the Bible’s
promised national deliverance was a very popular message
preached in the synagogue.

Analogies from Science and Infinity
One reason why I use simple analogies from science is to make it
easier to set aside our existing biases. The observations of the
natural world are equally understandable by all, in any culture.
For instance, butterflies are found in almost every country. We
have all observed that this critter starts out life as a worm-like
caterpillar, which moves its camouflaged fatness slowly along a
branch. It is designed to feed even as it blends into the foliage to
escape the notice of hungry birds. If he is successful in this
stage, the caterpillar lives only to die in a cocoon or chrysalis,
but that is not the end for him.
What was once a worm is reborn a beautifully winged marvel –
something totally different. He soars into the blue sky and
dances on flowers. A person just looking at this final stage of life
lived with beautiful wings would not detect any evidence of the
caterpillar he was before. As a matter of fact, nature provides
many examples of the two birthday principle. Even seeds must
die in order to geminate and be born again as some plant or
another. (John 12:24) The sprouting vegetable, shrub or tree is
the manifestation of its second birthday.
Very truly, I tell you, unless a grain of wheat falls
into the earth and dies, it remains just a single
grain; but if it dies, it bears much fruit. (John
12:24)
This butterfly analogy overlaid with HANS perfectly illustrates
what the Bible teaches us about the two birthdays granted to
people. God has given us one birthday in the Daleth dimension
and a second one in the Heh dimension. In review now, the ABCs
of the ancient Hebrew alphabet the letter Daleth is “D,” and it
also stands for the number 4 with a meaning of “this world and
in this time.” Also, Daleth literally means “door.” It is followed by
the letter Heh, which is “H” and the number 5. It conveys the
concept of “the other side” or “window.”

That there was also prophecy of a suffering Messiah was not
often mentioned, although some looked for Him under the name
of Messiah ben Joseph. But by and large, the greater population
and even the educated lawyers of the Jewish Religion did not
know about the many prophecies concerning the suffering and
death of the messiah.
Jesus often said to them, “Have you not read…” You see, the
foundation bed of the Jewish monorail track was already being
laid in Jesus day. That’s why the leadership, as a whole,
collectively rejected Jesus on behalf of the whole Jewish
commonwealth and condemned Him to death. Of course, we
know that many tens of thousands and probably millions of
Jewish people did come to believe in His claims of a saving
messianic mission shortly after the resurrection. These believers
looked for Jesus to return soon and restore God’s Kingdom to
Israel. (Acts 1:6)

God versus Jesus?
That the original truth of God being “one,” but now seemingly
split into two, was impossible for any Jew to believe without the
help of God to open their minds through His Spirit.
To you it was shown so that you would
acknowledge that the LORD is God; there is no
other besides him. From heaven he made you
hear his voice to discipline you. On earth he
showed you his great fire, while you heard his
words coming out of the fire. (Deuteronomy 4:3536)
This has not changed even after the passage of almost 2,000
years. Since the Christians in power developed the idea that God
is split into three has only made it more difficult for Jewish
people or Muslims to accept Jesus as their personal Savior.
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Some of my Christian friends asked, “What about when Jesus
said, ‘my Father’ implying that He is the Son? Even God said,
‘Listen to my Son.’” At other times Jesus referred to Himself
using the recognized messianic title, “Son of Man.” These
references seem to indicate even to me that Jesus, as the Son of
God, was differentiating between two persons. In answer to that
question, let’s think in Hebrew terms because Jesus addressed
himself to ordinary people, most of whom were uneducated.

In these two Hebrew letters Daleth-Heh HANS communicates
that there are two different dimensions to reality. The first one,
Daleth, is the physical world we perceive and explore with our
five senses. Every thing in this dimension is something that we
can touch, see, hear, smell and taste. Many people accept or feel
another or sixth sense within them. This is the spiritual side of
being a human. Only you know about it because it is invisible to
me or anyone else. You must describe it to others using the five
physical senses, which is often difficult to do.

In Jesus day the Jewish commonwealth had a number of
competing religious and political parties. Two of them dominated
their official government, the Sanhedrin, which operated openly
under Roman supervision. The priestly party of the Sadducees
did not believe in an afterlife and were often secularly inclined
Hellenists. In many ways they are not much different from many
modern politicians and scientists who believe in evolution and
social reform through the government controlled educational
system.
The other major party in power was the Pharisees, who believed
in judgment of God and the resurrection as well as tried to order
their lives according to the Torah and oral laws (traditions) of the
fathers going back to Moses. Both of these groups argued with
Jesus and disputed His statements that He came from the other
side (Heh), called God His Father, exercised the right to forgive
sin, healed all manner of sickness, cast out demons and
otherwise spoke with inherent authority rather than quoting
other rabbis.
The big conflicts between them came about for a number of
reasons: first, because those in power never want to willingly
surrender it; second, because they rejected Jesus’ claims due to
their ignorance and/or submission to Scripture and prophecy.
Several interpretations of the messianic prophecies circulated in
those days, the Jewish religious establishment (with a few noted
exceptions) chose to ignore the ones that supported Jesus’
claims.
Prophecy from what we today call the Old Testament was not
well understood. Today, we can look back through a Jewish
prophetic telescope to see two mountains, just like the railroad
track has two rails. The first mountain is addressed to Jews. They
have prophecy about a Messiah to come in the future who would

As I wrote about with some depth in earlier chapters, the Hebrew
worldview operates on the premise that the “other side” is the
real world of eternal existence as expressed with the letter Heh
or with in the presence of some aspect of the number 5. To
repeat it one more time, the “other side” is the spiritual world,
which can be expanded to include Heaven, angels and ultimately
God. It is the reality or universe that we cannot examine with the
tools of our natural sense and thus, science. Somehow our
capacity to even think or philosophize about it eventually
encounters a boundary beyond which it cannot go in this life.
The ancient Greek philosophers thought about these questions,
too. A few of them even came up with the theory that the
universe was composed of small building blocks that could not be
further reduced in size called atoms. Scientists worked with this
concept for hundreds of years. Being taught old-fashioned
physics in school, my teachers defined atoms as particles. If you
divide a particle in half, you get two smaller ones. If you kept
going, you ended up with the smallest little bits of something
called electrons, neutrons, positrons, neutrinos and a whole lot of
others.
Then along came Dr. Albert Einstein who looked at science from
anew perspective and gave it another explanation. Instead of
particles, the universe was made up of energy bundled together
in the frequencies evidenced by the spectral lines. So, good-by to
particles, and say hello to something like electric energy only
bigger. It is the other side of that coin I mentioned a little
earlier.
Toward the end of the twentieth century, scientists built atomsmashers, big billion dollar machines as large as a football field
and larger. One I am familiar with is like a two-mile long canon
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set in Stanford University. I helped to build klystrons for this
machine, which is part of the atom gun mechanism used to
break up the targeted particles to see what might be discovered
about them.

The mortal reality we perceive in our flesh today is merely the
transitory modeling clay that the invisible God appeared in. As
Dr. Einstein’s theories demonstrated, every atomic particle of
Jesus’ flesh, as well as our own, has invisible energy imbedded
that has come from God. The whole universe, with both the Heh
and Daleth dimensions, is interwoven in its existence in a way
that cannot be separated. In the Teth (9) Age the Daleth and
Heh dimensions are both visible on earth (4+5=9). In the Jod
(10) Age God lifts up and transforms the Heh (5) dimension to
an exponentially higher energy level and builds a new house
(Beth=2) for it called the New Heaven and New Earth (2x5=10).

This technology was also used to complete the periodic table of
all the elements found on earth or in the universe. The frequency
signatures of all the elements of the universe are found
imbedded within the visible spectrum of the seven-color rainbow,
too. If you have a good prism, you will see these spectral lines.
Each set of lines represents an element like copper, iron or
carbon, etc.
Turn your light switch on, and you get light if you are connected
to a source. Common sense tells us not to stick our finger or a
piece of metal into the electric socket because it could kill you if
the voltage is high enough. The power is pushed through the
cord to the light fixture by an invisible force we call a current.
This simple, everyday convenience that we rarely think about
can tell us a lot about the universe. The universe could be
thought off as a continuous band of different energies all plugged
into a common source.
Well enough, but the problem I have is, “How do I see both sides
of the coin simultaneously?” Dr. Einstein got me, as a scientist,
on the trail to find an explanation of who God is. I have
difficulties understanding three in one as Christians define it, so
the writings and experiments of Albert Einstein, a genius of
science, really helped me. He tried to put a two-sided coin on the
table where you could see both sides of the coin at the same
time. I came up with the idea to use HANS to explain how both
sides of the coin can be seen simultaneously. If you overlaid
HANS like a mirror flat on the table and held the coin on top of it,
you can now see both the bottom and top of the coin at the
same time. Now, this may look a bit like a magic trick, but it is
much more than that when you remember that the Bible calls
itself a mirror and that HANS works like a scientific mirror for the
Bible. (James 1:22-25)

While on earth, Jesus performed miracles using the same
supernatural principles available to other mortals. He sent 70
disciples out to heal people, to cast out demons and to announce
“the kingdom of God.” Jesus said, “Greater signs will be
performed by those who follow Him.” Through prayer, we can
receive power from the Heh dimension. This extra supernatural
energy must flow into our material world from the higher energy
Heh dimension. Nothing can flow from the Daleth dimension to
the Heh. This is the lesson from science in regards to energy
flows and nuclear reactions.
Likewise sickness could be described as missing biological energy
dissipated by a decay of natural balance in the Daleth dimension.
Divine healing can occur when extra energy flows into the sick
person from the Heh dimension. The agency is prayer, like a
copper wire conductor in electricity, and Jesus used it to even
raise the dead Lazarus. Thus, divine restoration of health
involves an addition of divine energy to supply what is missing
on the Daleth dimension level, which could have also been
supplied by good, healthful medical treatment ranging from a
better diet to antibiotics.
I visualize prayer as a petition that is transferred by angels
operating in an energy band slightly above X-rays and outside
the rainbow frequencies of our material world. I believe that the
divine energy of healing is delivered by the angels who live on a
higher level on the electromagnetic spectrum than any scientific
instrument can detect. You can read my second book for further
clarification.
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presence as energy and matter cannot be dismissed in the
sustenance of even the smallest particle of the universe.

There are now beautiful charts of the electromagnetic spectrum1
available, which will graphically show what I am discussing here
better than I can express it with words alone. In these charts
you will notice a little place in the middle, which is the visible
portion that we can see with our eyes. On either side of that
narrow window we need special instruments to observe or
measure the invisible light energy vibrating at frequencies higher
or lower than we can see. The full range of electromagnetic
energy includes familiar power sources such as infrared, X-ray,
ultraviolet, microwaves, radio waves, radar waves, TV waves and
many more. I have no idea what they all do, or all the ways in
which they could be useful in technology. At the end of the
frequency spectrum, at the very top of the chart, we come to the
last labeled point – infinity, which is indicated by an eight lying
on its side horizontally.

God…in these last days has spoken to us in His
Son, whom He appointed heir of all things, through
whom also He made the world. And He [the Son]
is the radiance of His [the Father’s] glory and the
exact representation of His nature, and upholds all
things by thy word of His power.
When He had made purification of sins, He sat
down at the right hand of the Majesty on high;
having become much better than the angels, as He
has inherited a more excellent name than they.
For to which of the angels did He ever say, ‘Thou
art My Son, today I have begotten Thee’? And
again, ‘I will be a Father to Him, and He shall be a
Son to Me.’? …let all the angels of God worship
Him. (Hebrews 1:1-6, NASB)[my clarification
added]
For purpose of redemption the invisible God made Himself visible
first in a Daleth body. He also entered the two-birthday program
being born like humans with all their emotions, aspirations,
sorrows, joys and sufferings – even unto death.
In fleshly manifestation Jesus remained fully God until He took
on a brief but extremely intense and lonely separation from the
Father that our sins demand and died fully human. (Psalms
22:1; Matthew 27:46) After three days He rose by the power
from on high (Heh). The firstborn from the dead, He was
resurrected to the next butterfly stage, as is promised to all
those who trust in Him. Ever since, Jesus is and has been the
visible God in Heaven who is now openly revealed to angels and
humans alike:
But now Christ has been raised from the dead, the
first fruits of those who are asleep. For since by a
man came death, by a man also came the
resurrection of the dead. For as in Adam all die, so
also in Christ all shall be made alive, but each in
his own order: Christ the first fruits, after that
those
who
are
Christ’s
at
His
coming.
(1Corinthians 15:20-23)

That “lazy eight” represents the border or end of the material
universe of time, matter and energy as we know it. The number
eight in HANS is the letter Cheth, which conveys something
closed or fenced in. As such, it is a very good concept of our
material universe: enclosed by eternity. Whatever direction one
could travel in the universe, or search with probing instruments,
eventually we come up to a boundary of infinity. What is it?
HANS tells us the answer: Daleth (4) is followed by Heh (5), so
our material dimension is bounded by the “other side.” At its
source, Heh stands for God in Heaven. Traditionally, Heaven is
expressed as “above,” so “below” the enclosing curve of infinity
is found our finite universe and planet, which HANS indicates is
the Daleth dimension. As Heaven is “above” earth, so the
number 5 is above 4. The concept of the infinite in HANS is
expressed with the number 5. This simple concept unravels a few
mysteries kept secret for thousands of years.
It is interesting to note while the “one” God concept is expressed
on one rail of the railroad expressing the Heh dimension of the
Jewish religion. The concepts of multiple or a triune concept of
God come from the Daleth dimension rail. To the human

1

Science Mall-USA.com, P.O.BOX 1864, Dubuque, IA 52004-1864, 800-720-5451
Electromagnetic Spectrum Chart, #EMR 1020. Chemical Galaxy: A new vision of
the Periodic Table of the Elements #JPT-2221
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perspective, God’s appearance is related to the purpose He is
performing. He creates as Father. Redeems as the Son and
indwells as the Spirit. Thus, we need both rails to understand
who God is. I discovered a neat little simple formula which
explains many Bible concepts in form of a math symbols:

human being. Jesus the fleshly son of Mary is one rail whereas
Jesus born by His resurrection is the Invisible God now become
visible in the Heh dimension, which is the other rail. (Romans
1:4) You need the perspectives of both rails to get a good grasp
of the nature of Jesus and His role in God’s plan of redemption.

1+4=5

Jesus’ life in the flesh remains a great mystery that very few
people understand. Just take the fact that God in the flesh
(Jesus) never used the overpowering force available to Him from
the Heh dimension. He had the prerogative to do so at any time
since He was the eternal God, but He meekly and humbly chose
to be beaten and crucified instead of asking for 12 legions of
angels to defeat His earthly enemies in battle. (Matthew 26:5254) He kept to His plan.

Understanding God according to the dual-track railroad
perspective can be symbolized by adding the concept of “one
God” from the Jewish tradition to the “three-in-one” concept of
the Christian tradition to make four (4). Thus, a second “one
God” concept is needed to complete the formula. It comes from
science where we have learned that God’s divine infinite energy
of Alpha/Aleph א0 is imbedded into the smallest subatomic
particle of each atom of every element. When we add them all
together, they make 5 (Heh), which then reveals the invisible
and infinite God to angels and humans alike.
Advanced mathematical science uses the Greek letter Alpha
(=Hebrew letter Aleph) to represent the infinite. Some scientists
go further in their analytical theories and postulate that four (4)
more Alphas exist and that one is not yet defined. By overlaying
these four infinite Alphas with HANS it is possible to theorize
about the undefined Alpha, but HANS shows us that the 5th is
impossible within the strict parameters the Daleth dimension;
therefore, only faith can explain it. However, their scientific
intuition tells them that there must be another one between the
second and third members of the exponential series of five
Alphas. Some scientists are deeply biased towards a monorail
Daleth mentality. They do not understand or think that a Heh
dimension might exist, so they call such theoretical thinking
“junk science.” Hans is hot on the trail telling us that 5=4+1
which we recognize as the Hebrew hand rule of adding God (1)
to the material universe (4). Thus, God is expressed as
Alpha/Aleph in the Heh dimension (5 times):

א0 = א1 + א2? + א3 + א4 + א5
Thus, the above mathematical expression of א0 for the infinite,
which some scientists declare to be junk science, helps to define
the invisible God as confirmed by using both rails and by
applying the Hebrew hand rule formula 1+4=5 from HANS.

For He did not subject to angels the world to
come, concerning which we are speaking. But one
has testified somewhere, saying, ‘What is man,
that thou rememberest him? Or the Son of Man,
that Thou are concerned about Him?
‘Thou hast made Him for a little while lower than
the angels; Thou hast crowned Him with glory and
honor, and hast appointed Him over the works of
Thy hands; Thou hast put all things in subjection
under His feet.’ For in subjecting all things to him
[man], He left nothing that is not subject to him.
But now we do not yet see all things subjected to
him.
But we do see Him who has been made for a little
while lower than the angels, namely Jesus,
because of the suffering of death, crowned with
glory and honor, that by the grace of God He
might taste death for everyone. For it was fitting
for Him, for whom are all things, and through
whom are all things, in bringing many sons to
glory, to perfect the author of their salvation
through sufferings. (Hebrews 2:5-10 NASB) [my
clarification]
However, His submission to mortality did not make Jesus an
ordinary mortal. He was still the eternal Creator God of Israel.
His divine origin cannot be dismissed just like God’s omni-
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the Lord God the Almighty, who was and is and is
to come.”
And whenever the living creatures give glory and
honor and thanks to the one who is seated on the
throne, who lives forever and ever, the twentyfour elders fall before the one who is seated on the
throne and worship the one who lives forever and
ever; they cast their crowns before the throne,
singing,
“You are worthy, our Lord and God, to receive
glory and honor and power, for you created all
things, and by your will they existed and were
created.” (Revelation 4:2-11)
The Bible mentions that 500 people witnessed and testified to
Jesus’ resurrection. John reported on it in Revelation, the last
book of the Bible.
Then I turned to see whose voice it was that spoke
to me, and on turning I saw seven golden
lampstands, and in the midst of the lampstands I
saw one like the Son of Man, clothed with a long
robe and with a golden sash across his chest.
His head and his hair were white as white wool,
white as snow; his eyes were like a flame of fire,
his feet were like burnished bronze, refined as in a
furnace, and his voice was like the sound of many
waters. In his right hand he held seven stars, and
from his mouth came a sharp, two-edged sword,
and his face was like the sun shining with full
force.
When I saw him, I fell at his feet as though dead.
But he placed his right hand on me, saying, “Do
not be afraid; I am the first and the last.
(Revelation 1:12-18)
His resurrection body is a totally a new creation. The apostle Paul
refers to Jesus as the Second Adam and describes the
metaphysical body in 1Corinthians 15. Again we see the two
railed track principle. Jesus, the eternal God was made visible by
being born in the Daleth dimension where He was shrouded as a

[א0 = א1 + א2? + א3 + א4 + א5]
> God
[1+4=5]
or

א0 + [1+3] = 5 (or God)
HANS defines God (Heh= 5) as:
1 from Science: א0
1 from Hebrew rail of One God
3 from Christian rail of Trinity: Father, Son and Holy Spirit
Let me explain this major discovery once more because Jewish,
Christian and Muslim theologians have wrestled of this issue for
thousand of years. They could not explain it, and neither could
science. And it is an important issue: millions have died in war or
as hated heretics because of it.
Scientists discovered a peculiar mathematical concept stone, (א0)
and could not figure out its purpose because it could not be
defined with Daleth knowledge. So it lay there indefinable. Some
denigrated it as junk science and questioned whether it even
exists. Other scientists defended it and others still preferred to
forget about it, leaving it on the junk pile of scientific inquiry.
Meanwhile, on other rail of the railroad track analogy, the
religious establishment found a beautiful mosaic picture, but
there was a big hole in the middle of it. A central part of the
whole design picture was missing. If they could find it, then their
religion could more clearly explain the unexplainable “God”.
Some denied that a hole even existed while others strongly
defended it. This situation went on for thousands years. Religious
leaders summarized their position by contending that people
must simply have “faith.”
Faith, of course, is not science; hence a seemingly irreconcilable
conflict has existed between religion and science. These two
systems are in need of a connecting bridge just as the two rails
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of a railroad track need ties. Now HANS comes on the radar
screen, and we discover that the rejected stone from the science
railroad department fits the gaping hole in religious side of the
railroad track. Now, for the first time, the indefinable can be
logically explained. That is a major breakthrough for theologians
and scientists alike. It will take them a little time to digest.

One God

My hope is that they do so relatively quickly because 21
December 2008 makes it mandatory to do so. We are nearing
the end of the track. This may be God’s final revelation to
humanity before the train of human civilization enters the tunnel
of the Apocalypse. My books make it much easier to understand
God’s plan for humanity because of these discoveries. Without
them we would still be heading down the road to destruction for
lack of understanding, and I am including myself here.
As a scientist, I am quite happy that science is included in a
religious debate. Even if it is “junk” science that proves God
exists as an indefinable reality, which has some value and is
therefore not Zero. Infinite (א0) is the opposite of zero. It
includes all that exists. It is the fulcrum or very center that
connects the Daleth dimension with the Heh dimension:
Daleth [4] (א0) [Heh]
Thus, God is the bridge connecting our material existence with
eternity. We need both rails with HANS to understand it. Do not
forget the mirror analogy where the reflection of what we see in
the Daleth dimension must have a reality on the other side, Heh.
If there is nothing in Heh, then there is nothing to reflect and
consequently nothing would exist in Daleth either.
The very fact that junk science, as a reflection in the mirror, has
a mathematic expression for the infinite Alpha is proof of its
existence and proof that it has a value. For some it is useless;
for others it is very precious. You may have heard the expression
“buy junk and sell antiques.” It makes sense because it is a good
business if you think about it. Philosophically, the “infinite”
cannot be zero, which then tells us that God exists on the
opposite side of the spectrum frequency-quantum theory - as Dr.
Albert Einstein defined it.
More marvelous to comprehend is the coming the Jod dimension
(2 x 5 = 10, or a new house [Beth = 2] for Heh is Jod) of the

Mary’s

Resurrected

Jesus

Jesus

Daleth

Heh - Jod

Finally, Jesus’ life had to be worth the lives of all – billions!
Which is it? Religious seminars and pagan universities still have
not settled this question. Perhaps HANS and the two-rail
perspective of the biblical railroad track can help.

Prophecy and the Nature of Jesus
Now I must return to the question, “Who is Jesus, really?” I
understand Him to be the same invisible God historically made
visible on earth in the Daleth dimension. Since His resurrection,
He is visible in Heaven as He stands by and is seated with the
invisible omnipotence on the Great Throne in Heaven.
At once I was in the spirit, and there in heaven
stood a throne, with one seated on the throne!
And the one seated there looks like jasper and
carnelian, and around the throne is a rainbow that
looks like an emerald. Around the throne are
twenty-four thrones, and seated on the thrones
are twenty-four elders, dressed in white robes,
with golden crowns on their heads. Coming from
the throne are flashes of lightning, and rumblings
and peals of thunder, and in front of the throne
burn seven flaming torches, which are the seven
spirits of God; and in front of the throne there is
something like a sea of glass, like crystal.
Around the throne, and on each side of the throne,
are four living creatures, full of eyes in front and
behind: the first living creature like a lion, the
second living creature like an ox, the third living
creature with a face like a human face, and the
fourth living creature like a flying eagle. And the
four living creatures, each of them with six wings,
are full of eyes all around and inside. Day and
night without ceasing they sing, “Holy, holy, holy,
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Some might question Jesus’ divine sourcing because He was born
as a helpless baby who needed to learn everything from His
earthly parents to physically survive. These folks assume that
being born the Son of God means that Jesus knew everything
about the Heh dimension crystal clear from the time He crawled
instead of walked. We do see Him at twelve years old teaching
the elders in the Temple at Jerusalem, and logic tells us that he
learned how to be a carpenter-builder from Joseph. Jesus needed
to acquire those skills so that He could earn a living and support
the whole family after Joseph, the father of His brothers and
sisters, died.

new creation, which will last forever and ever in the Jod Age that
the Bible refers to as the New Heaven and New Earth. The
appearance of the minerals, plants and animals will remind us of
the good from this age, but it will all be constructed differently
from within in order to retain perfection even as it grows and
changes throughout eternity.

In Jesus, time books did not exist for the general population. Any
books or scrolls were handwritten, extremely rare and expensive.
The ancient classical education emphasized a capacity to put
documents and speeches to memory. The Romans used gifted
students for messengers who could memorize substantial
communications on one hearing. They were like today’s court
recorders who transcribe your words as you speak. Our modern
brains are not trained in this capability because we have become
dependent on written documentation, and now computerized
digital technology is providing an increasing number of recording
and retrieval options.
This ancient educational focus on memorized recitation explains
the phenomena of the Gospel accounts where we read exquisite
text beautifully articulated as if someone had a tape recorder. It
is no wonder that Jesus quoted extensively from the Torah. He
was not alone in this habit. The Pharisaic lawyers did so, too,
because scrolls were rare. Remember the story of Joseph and
Mary finding the “lost” Jesus sitting in the Temple with elders?
Going into the Jerusalem Temple library would be a crowning
education experience for a 12 year old boy. I am sure Jesus
returned many times to visit old scribes He befriended.
Millions consider Jesus to have been a wise and good man that
could not possibly have been God. But many prophecies declare
that He must be divine for His sacrifice on the cross to be
inclusive of all humanity as well as being pure and suitable to
atone for our sins. Here’s an attempt to illustrate Dr. Einstein’s
method to see both sides of the coin using HANS’ explanation of
“One God” at the same time, as far as it concerns Jesus:

The Mystery of the Pre-Dawn Universe
Or, another look at the “Big Bang”
HANS can move us toward some definitive answers by bringing
some order to our thinking process. Once more, let us go back to
the beginning of time and try to mentally put ourselves in God’s
place as the Creator and Sustainer of the natural universe. The
Bible records that there was a rebellion in heaven, big time. The
invisible God cleaned up His house and threw the bums out who
violated His honor.
Put your wings on like one of the remaining good angels who
now ask Him, “What’s next? How are you going to fix the
problem? We all agree that it happened, and we do not want to
see that kind of upset again.” How do you answer? How do you
propose to help God out a little here? Think about that situation
and at least propose a program that would fix it so good that
there will never be another rebellion. Nobody else will try to pull
that one off again and disturb the peace of Heaven. After you
have developed your little story to repair what went wrong, let’s
compare it to what the Bible reveals about God’s solution.
I am serious when I ask you to think it through. Do not let me
spoon-feed you like those who probably will not accept what I
have written. Each reader is a unique person. You become so
when you start to think or have a little imagination. Hey you
could even invent something like I did, and make some money!
I will even tell you what I thought. My opinion was that Satan
should have been immediately eliminated – zapped into
nothingness! That would “shock and awe” or “put the fear of
God” into everyone around. Don’t make invisible Omnipotence on
the Great Throne of Heaven angry, or you are history. For
instance, I would take a big Heh dimension sledge hammer and
anvil, put one fallen, rebellious angel at a time on that anvil and
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let him have it like a blacksmith working hot iron. And yes, I
pictured full sound effects, too. And let’s not forget the
splattering angel guts shooting out in all directions. Now that
would make an impressionable deterrent that should last for
ages, if not eternity! So every angel who had showed me the
finger would have gotten what he had coming. Justice would
have been done fast and final. The warning to all the others
would have been clear: do not mess with the invisible God!

plainly told His disciples that He had made the Father, the
invisible Godhead, visible. (John 14:8-10)

But if that had been what God did, then what would have
happened to the good angels watching such a performance? I
think they would have turned scared and hid quickly with each
one thinking, “I better visit another galaxy and not get too close
to God. What if He gets angry? I might not survive.” So, here a
little fear and there a little doubt would creep into the community
of angels. The result would be a lonely God who would wonder,
“Where is everybody? The place is empty?”

Jesus appeared historically by being born from a normal woman,
Mary, as a little baby about 1 BC/AD. Luke 1:35 states that the
Holy Spirit “came upon” Mary so that she could give birth as a
virgin. In some fashion the Holy Spirit fulfilled the biological
function of sperm in Jesus’ conception. At same time it meant
that He was born without the original sin from Adam that the
rest of humanity inherits.

Now let’s look at matters from God’s perspective. Imagine the
Creator thinking, “I made everything perfect but look at what
happened. Can I blame them now if they fail to love me? Why
did Satan and his bunch become so totally selfish? Nobody
denies that but who can explain it or even better, prevent it from
happening again? How can I show everybody that I love my
angels, without compromising my holiness and righteousness? It
is right to require respect because I am the life everybody
shares. They are after all created beings for my pleasure and
purposes, and I have good intentions for everyone to have fun,
too. Satan crossed the line, and I must deal with him separately.
The others should not fear me just because I am powerful and
can create anything I want, or start something new just to keep
me busy.”
Enough of that. Here is how God solved His problem as told in
the Daleth dimension where we live. In other words, here is what
I understand the Bible has to tell us about why God did what He
did and what He has yet in store for us. In short the Bible reveals
that God loves us, but He is not a dictator to force us to love
and/or to obey Him. Furthermore, He has a plan in place for
humanity to qualify to live forever in His glorious presence filling
the vacant positions left open by the angels’ rebellion.

It gets better. As you grow in understanding, you will see so
much more when read the gospels from the perspective of both
railroad track rails. We still have not discussed why God chooses
to show up in Heaven with an obviously resurrected body
transformed from an inferior, earthly body of the Daleth
dimension.

The angel said to her, “The Holy Spirit will come
upon you, and the power of the Most High will
overshadow you; therefore the child to be born will
be holy; he will be called Son of God. (Luke 1:35)
Is Jesus the same, invisible God that John reports as now being
visible in Heaven? Christian scholars raged for centuries over
how to define the nature of Jesus Christ as God born in the flesh.
Some say He was a fully human, and He became Godlike after
the resurrection. Some taught that Jesus never pre-existed
before being born to Mary while others believed that He was
some form of divine essence shrouded in a human body. The
orthodox decision at the Council of Chalcedon in 451 was that He
was fully human and fully divine.
When we examine ancient mythology, we find many stories
about gods and humans having children who are half divine and
half mortal or demigods. These myths are evidence that Satan
knew something about God’s plan of a divine messiah. Not only
did he inspire pagan religions founded on various kinds of divine
fertility, and he tried to stop God’s plan of salvation by imitating
it. In Chapter 4 I related how the “sons of God” (fallen angels)
cohabited with the “daughters of men.” Their offspring were the
heroes of old, “great men of renown” called “nephilim” by the
Bible. Satan’s strategy was to corrupt the seed of Adam so the
he could be the “father” of the promised messiah.
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“Come, I will show you the bride, the wife of the
Lamb.” And in the spirit he carried me away to a
great, high mountain and showed me the holy city
Jerusalem coming down out of heaven from God.
It has the glory of God and a radiance like a very
rare jewel, like jasper, clear as crystal. It has a
great, high wall with twelve gates, and at the
gates twelve angels, and on the gates are
inscribed the names of the twelve tribes of the
Israelites; on the east three gates, on the north
three gates, on the south three gates, and on the
west three gates. And the wall of the city has
twelve foundations, and on them are the twelve
names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb.
It is as big as a country - 1,500 miles foursquare and pointed
into the sky like a rocket. In fact, we recognize it as a pyramid
that has five (5) sides indicating the Heh dimension and will
shine as bright as the sun. A vehicle of that size dwarfs anything
of our own imagination, but then God is not limited. Monorail
Christian artists often show the Heavenly city like a cube that
resembles and portrays the image of an altar with its connotation
of blood and atonement connected with sacrificial death. Others
show it as a temple in which you could get killed if you violated
the rules. These perspectives do not surprise me because of their
lack of education in a dual railroad system.
Read Chapter 10 again, where I discussed the mystery of the
pyramid. It has an incredible number of mathematical laws
imbedded into its architecture. A cube represents the #6 (six
sides) and reaches its highest level at 666 (AxBxC = 3 letters),
the number of Antichrist. A cube does not symbolize eternal life
of the Jod dimension and mansions for the Saints or a 666
replica of God’s vehicle similar in function to the US President’s
“Airforce One.”
Back to our last big question. Is it possible that Jesus Christ in
front of the throne is the visible image of the one God, who
without Jesus was, is and will be invisible to angels, people, John
and everybody else around the throne? When Jesus was on
earth, He said that He and the Father are One. (John 17:21) He

To that end, God fashioned the new applicants as mortals. He did
this at a special place we call earth within the Daleth dimension
of material time and space so that they could go through a trial
learning phase where malleable minds that could be changed and
where failures could be easily be detected and removed without
affecting the heavenly realm. In fact our physical make-up puts
natural limitations on how much damage we humans can do,
though it seems that we have the capacity to do more harm than
God might have thought possible. Getting inside His thoughts
might have been like this:
“These mortals will go to my school of life in the Daleth
dimension where they can learn all the facts about evil and good
taught by Satan and his bunch. I’ll let that sleazy guy teach
them all of his tricks, and once they get their fill of his brand of
good, then I’ll give them the Holy Spirit to teach them the
difference, so they will know deeply what real love and goodness
is all about.
“The good thing about the Daleth dimension is the two-birthday
design feature that will permit mortals two successive stages in
order to complete their development. In the Heh dimension there
is only one birthday in the total life cycle. That’s how angels were
built by a process something like cloning. The problem is that
once they are broken, there is no way to fix, reconfigure or
rewire them. It’s like a ceramic dinner plate: once broken it
cannot be fixed. You can try to glue it together, but you will still
see the pieces, and it is never as strong again. What is broken
forever is broken.
Only humans are born with an inherent capacity for modification
through a two phase lifecycle including a mortal stage, which
permits reprogramming and is correctable. They can learn
lessons and be rewired through the process of repentance that
sets up an antenna through the Son permitting the
harmonization of their individual personalities with the Holy Spirit
of my perfect love. They will experience two birthdays. The
unconformable or rebellious ones, who refuse repentance and
submission to my rule, will be born the second time to judgment
while the others, called Saints, will be born directly into the
heavenly Heh dimension as it is purposed for them. The Saints
will now qualify to fill the previous made vacant jobs in my
administration. Again we see the two-rail principle at work.
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“But I am already thinking of the end goal of my plan to create
Saints when I first need to place them in a closed environment to
be tested with good and evil. They cannot escape from that
enclosed Daleth environment without going through death. Since
death to them is a horrible experience, they will do anything to
survive and learn what there is to learn. I put an instinctive drive
in them that is programmed to preserve their own lives because
that is my character imbedded in them to honor life, which is
part of who I am.

these we learn that God is not only infinite light or energy
imbedded in the matrix of the universe but also a person. Of
course, the question then arises, “How do you define a ‘person’?”

As the originator of life, I desire that a human’s death will come
at my discretion, as I have planned for them and not sooner so
that they skip my school. But each must be free to choose my
ways, and hence Myself. I will not force their choice because I
must have eternal security from future rebellions. Those who
willingly choose my way of love and obedience by faith will
receive my teaching Spirit to tutor or further help their growth in
grace and knowledge as they prepare for the positions prepared
for them. They will inherit those vacant thrones in the First
Resurrection, which will take place at the beginning of the Teth
Age.
“These future administrators will have been exposed to evil and
tested so that they automatically reject the same evil Satan
invented. This exposure to evil will result in an immunization
effect, biased towards the laws of the new universe that will be
eternally imbedded in my Saints’ characters and individual
personalities. This self-controlling system will prevent any future
evil emerging in the New Heaven and New Earth that my
holiness will not tolerate.
“The corrupted imprint of all experienced evil, rebellion and any
other aberration of what is good, as defined by who I AM, is
called ‘SIN.’ (This is the reason why mortals are called sinners.)
My standard as God is absolute and not subject to negotiation.
Adherence to regulations for the New Heaven and New Earth
must become imbedded into the very fiber of my Saints’ being,
into the character of their eternal nature if they are to rule or
even live in my kingdom. The penalty of sin is death in the
Daleth dimension, so that there will be no sin in the future Jod
Age. I know the only good way to live forever, and I want to
share it with them.

For example, God and two others visited Abraham in Genesis 18.
Abraham’s visitors ate a hastily sacrificed calf with curds and
milk and seemed to Abraham to be like men in every way.
Abraham recognizes that he is being visited by the LORD, yet the
Bible also states that no one has seen Him at any time. (John
1:18) So the logical question is: what kind of body did God visit
Abraham with?
I have no problem figuring this one out. He is the Creator of the
universe. He can create any vehicle and any energy needed to
fuel it from out of His own being. All He needs to do is speak,
and it is done!
Let me use another analogy here. If I want to visit somewhere, I
just go into my garage and pick out which car I think is best for
the purpose. People manufacture cars for many different
purposes and in a number of styles. Likewise, God would pick out
a suitable, not too scary, and yes, even familiar, body form in
which to meet Abraham in the Daleth dimension. Then He would
just get in and go. Why should it be so difficult for the Creator to
do something so similar to what we do? It is only the details that
are different.
Another example. Some hundreds of years after talking to
Abraham, God showed up in a burning bush to visit Moses.
Moses had never seen a Heh dimension vehicle like that, and it
got his attention right away! Before Moses had a chance to get
close enough to really check it out, he is told to take off his
shoes because he was standing on holy ground. Just a reminder
here: watch out for the fire from the Heh dimension – even small
ones! God also visited the prophet-priest Ezekiel. Read about it
in Ezekiel Chapters 1 and 10. This time God uses a Heh
dimension contraption that looks like something with wheels
within wheels. There’s fire in the spokes and awesome angels
attached round about.
So what I want to tell you is that God can show up in any form
He wishes. As Creator, I am sure there are hundreds of different
vehicles in His garage. Check out the biggest one He has
described for us in Revelation 21:9:
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invisible electromagnetism that coexist in our world of smell,
tasting, hearing, seeing and touching.

“In the words of my butterfly example, I teach mortals what
does not violate my standards of justice. They are exposed to
natural dangers of corruption, lying and deceits and many more
possible failings, which will impress lessons learned deeply into
their consciousness. Then I can retrieve and reward successful
‘caterpillars’ who have learned the essential lessons needed to be
good ‘butterflies.’ It must transfer their learned, absolute
abhorrence of evil and imbed it into the very beings of these new
creations (butterflies) and become fixed forever by the
resurrection of the Saints. This ‘immune system’ will safeguard
against any future rebellion. It works like a computer’s virus
protection software that springs into actuation whenever any
foreign virus of sin is detected.

The father concept is also one of “source.” You cannot
necessarily feel or measure God’s presence in your mortal
members, although sometimes the fleshly surging of life seems
almost immortal – especially in our youth. Being composed,
made-up or formed of the Daleth dimension’s natural matter and
energy is not the same as being “born again.” Remember, there
are two birthdays. All mortals require a spiritual rebirth from the
other side in order to live forever in the Heh dimension. Jesus is
the pioneer of spiritual rebirth being declared the Son of God by
the resurrection being indwelt by the Father’s fullness. (Romans
1:4; Colossians 1:19)

The GodSon Mystery
Now let’s continue in our quest to better understand God. When
John was standing before the Great Throne of God in (the Third)
Heaven, he noticed a real person standing next to it. He
recognized the resurrected Jesus by the nail marks on His hands,
feet and side. These 5 scars will eternally identify the Son who
lived in the material world of time and space of the Daleth
dimension. The four scars of His hands and feet are His Daleth
(4) dimension signature. Ad to them the killing wound from the
spear thrust into His side and you have 4+1=5 for the Heh
dimension significance of His sacrificial death.
I am reminded that when a lamb was sacrificed on the Israelite
altar, its 4 feet were bound tightly together. Then the knife took
away its life similar to the 5th wound of Jesus. His hands and
feet were bound by nails to wood, recalling the unburned wood
beneath Isaac’s back when Abraham had planned to sacrifice his
only son in obedience to God. (Genesis 22) So appropriately is
Jesus referred to as the Lamb of God.
In Revelation John wrote that he saw Jesus center stage at the
Father’s throne in Heaven, where the action is. So the question
has been asked for ages, “Is Jesus a separate person, or is He
God in another shape, emanation or appearance in physical
form. There are some Bible verses where God visited man in the
Daleth dimension before Jesus was born in Bethlehem. From

“Life after the resurrection will be void of all evil and enjoyed by
all of the Saints without any guilt from past failures because all
of the sins from the Daleth school will be totally forgiven and
forgotten. Only the lessons learned remain. I will structurally
imbed their lessons into them like an immune system that only
comes alive when something needs proper guidance so that the
Saints autonomously, freely and always to the right thing in
conformance to my desire and character.
“However, I must also do something on the love side to enable
this plan, which will be potentially dangerous and definitely
painful - even for me as God. To give humanity a choice to love
me voluntary without force, I need to demonstrate to them that I
am absolute love. I must do it on their level, or they will reject it.
The only way is to experience the Daleth dimension as one of
them and even die there. I will offer my death there in just
payment as an expression of love for them. In going through the
same school of life, I will feel the pain they feel, experience their
need for the essentials of life’s physical necessities and
experience the tenuous spiritual dependence of a fleshly Son on
the Father above.
“Those who pass the test will be drawn to me and will learn to
love me because I gave up myself for them. When they see that
I gave up my divine prerogatives as Creator of everything to
become mortally vulnerable it will surprise many that I will be
born of earthly flesh on their same level - even unto death.
Throughout eternity, my scars on my hand side and feet will
remind all that each and every one shared the trials and
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temptations of the Daleth dimension as well as the victory of the
resurrection, together.

the universe by taking back His energy. In micro-moments the
Daleth dimension would implode; human civilization and the
universe would instantly and irreversibly “become history.” In
fact, something like this will happen when the age arrives for
God to “make all things new” with the New Heaven and New
Earth. (Revelation Chapters 21 and 22)

“However, my death in the Daleth dimension will be the decision
test to determine who really wants to live and rule with me in the
Jod Age of the New Heaven and New Earth. I will create
something totally new for those who pass the test that decided
to love me. Those who die with me in faith shall be raised with
me according to “Mercy unto Life.” The others will experience
“Mercy onto Death,” which gives them an out so that they
disappear forever. The rebellious lost soul will no longer
experience pain, tears or hate either because all these matters of
the Daleth dimension will have ended as Taw = 400, as it is
indicated in HANS.
“Those who reject my ways for their own ways are those who
refuse to repent and submit to me. Such are they who reject my
free offer. They shall be judged to “Mercy unto Death,” which is
the path of eternal loss for those who opt out to be annihilated in
the darkness of the Daleth dimension black hole where all
elements will melt together into the one original frequency of my
Word spoken to bring all into being. It will end all previous
Daleth dimension existence as everything will be dissolved back
to the pure, primordial energy that preexisted before time. The
former things will have past, no more Daleth dimension of pain
tears and corruption, which is expressed in the Hebrew letter
Taw-400. I will make all things new.
“From that event forward, there will be another fundamental
change in the Jod Universe. I will never again be invisible to my
creation. All beings will see me with their eyes, and I will never
change my visible body created for that purpose and for the
salvation of mortals. It will always show the marks of suffering
on my body to remind all that I, also, humbled myself to learn
from suffering – just like those whom I love. My resurrected
body originally born in the Daleth dimension will be raised from
the Heh dimension to the new dimension of Jod, which will be
the only reality that fills the age of Jod.
“Jod is an ancient symbol of the resting hand at a higher level
with a numerical value of 10, or one-zero. It stands for the time
of the New Heaven and New Earth or the age of Heaven on earth
when all of the former things are totally recreated. Any signs or

Back to my analogy of the electric switch on the wall. The switch
is part of a network of wires that is connected to a light on one
end and a source of electricity miles away outside of the house.
The electricity is only noticed when the switch is turned on or off.
Instantly, you will recognize that it was there all along. Think this
through; it is not taught in universities because in general they
do not believe in a divine energy. Most are willfully blind to what
can be clearly seen in nature. Of course, some scientists do see
the necessity for intelligent design and at least a first cause, but
they are in the minority on this globe. Usually, their opinions are
squelched, and they cannot publish their opinions within the
university forum of professional journals. This closed viewpoint is
a political thing that will change when the Apocalypse arrives. It
amazes me that millions of people pay a fortune in tuition to be
educated by respected but spiritually blind people in order to be
kept ignorant about religion themselves.
To sum it up, God the Father is found everywhere in the natural
universe from within the smallest particle or frequency to its
borders of infinity. The existence of the Daleth dimension is
sustained by God. That means, each of us are built out of and
operate by energy ultimately sourced from the divine God, who
sits on the Great Throne of Heaven as revealed in the book of
Revelation and other scriptures.
Before he rebelled as Satan, Heyl-el ben-Shachar, or Lucifer,
became lifted up in pride because of the divine energy coursing
through him to perform God’s purposes. He became twisted in
his imaginings and rebelled against his Father who created him.
Lucifer and the other created sons (angels) of God once all
“shouted for joy” at the origin of the Daleth dimension. (Job
38:7) Then they believed a lie and lost it all. Adam and Even
believe Satan’s lie and chose a knowledge path incorporating the
natural spiritual force of good and evil. To discern the good from
the evil, mortals require the guidance of God’s written Word, the
Bible. It functions like the compass that reveals the forces of
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thing in common. Since the atomic bombs of 1945, we have all
learned that some elements can be transformed through the
release of vast amounts of explosive energy. Matter can be
moved from a higher level of energy to a lower level with an
enormous amount of energy released as a by-product of this
process. Matter is built out of energy, which is Dr. Einstein’s
famous equation E=mC2. The consequences of this discovery
have been very deadly for humans, and we have not seen the
end of it yet by any means. Albert Einstein understood this fact
very deeply, and it motivated him to spend his last years
earnestly working for peace.

scars of Satan’s rebellion in Heaven and hatred against the
Saints will no longer be visible and be forgotten. The new bodies
promised at the second birthday will now enter this age with me
and will never experience pain, hunger or sickness again. With
eternity inherent with them the fight for survival will be
permanently swallowed up in this new creation. The new
universe will be peacefully balanced again without evil and
rebellion forever, I promise. Please examine all those many
butterfly wings in nature and that will give you a picture how
beautiful my new creation will be.”

Thus, invisible energy becomes visible in matter of various
elemental structures like copper, iron, magnesium, plutonium
and uranium. While certain elements are more conducive to our
present level of atomic technology, all the elements of the
periodic table are a result of God’s creation process based on
E=mC2. Understanding the explosive results of changing the
atomic states of matter tells me, “Do not mess with God.” It is
nuclear physics version of biochemical genetic manipulation.
After all, everything in the universe has come from His divine
energy.
By faith we understand that the worlds were prepared by the
word of God, so that what is seen was made from things that are
not visible. (Hebrews 11:3)
In reference to Jesus as the Son of God born by the resurrection
(His second birthday), the Bible states in Colossians 1:17, “He is
before all things, and in Him all things hold together.” The
context shows that the fullness of the Father now dwells in the
Son, and it is through the divine energy that the universe (“all
things”) is maintained and kept together. This means that the
power of God lies imbedded in every atom, molecule or particle.
Yes, you heard right. Part of the infinite power of God is invisibly
present in the smallest particle we can see under an electron
microscope.
If you take this sustaining energy away from even one atom, it
will collapse. If God took it away from a small mass, the
implosion that would take place could cause horrible
consequences to all of us living in the Daleth dimension. In other
words, God can decide at any moment to end His sustenance of

This dear reader is the greatest news ever revealed. It is the
very center of God’s plan for humankind. So please tell others,
and do your part for God so that you will receive a great reward.

A Different
Mystery

Perspective

on

the

When John in Revelation was called up to Heaven to write what
he saw, the man found himself conscious “on the other side” or
in the Heh dimension.
At once I was in the spirit and there in heaven
stood a throne, with one seated on the throne!
And the one seated there looks like jasper and
carnelian, and around the throne is a rainbow that
looks like an emerald. (Revelation 4:2-3)
There he saw magnificent brilliance beyond light emanating from
a great throne. He cannot make out who or what it is, but he
recognizes something that did have a familiar look - a rainbow
on top of the throne! I understand this vision to be God’s
presence in the form of invisible light of the highest
electromagnetic spectrum beyond the infinite region. In fact, the
energy must be flowing out from God’s throne in all of the
dazzling frequencies of infinite light as expressed by the full span
of all known and unknown electromagnetic frequencies, including
the magnificent brilliance of the visible light spectrum that
mortals can see. To me, the visible sign of the rainbow
represents the fullness and entirety of the Daleth dimension
including all the elements known and assembled in the Periodic
Table and all of the power of the electromagnetic spectrum.
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The Bible says, “No one has seen God anytime,” and the implied
completion of that sentence would be, “and lives to tell about it.”
He is unapproachable light. We can measure the sun’s heat from
the earth, 93 million miles away. We have also sent space probes
into it that radioed back readings until it melted. Anything
getting too close to the sun is instantly vaporized. Its component
elements are broken down and pulled into the burning mass of
the sun’s surface to disappear within where it is re-forged in the
nuclear furnaces of its interior.

bulls were worshipped by many ancient cultures, and the Bible
relates how Israel sinned in worshipping a Golden Calf when
Moses was gone to visit God on Mount Sinai. You can read about
what happened in Exodus 32. Part of the message here is that
the people felt the need to see their God. Humans are not always
bright, and we all have limits at some point. This is one reason
why Jesus used parables and analogies to teach us spiritual
truths. (See our appendix, The Mystery of the Hebrew
Language.)

Throughout the history of humanity the sun has stood for God or
been worshipped as if it was a god. Considering what John saw
and recorded in Revelation, being in the presence of the sun is a
fair analogy to being in the presence of God on His throne. If we
rephrase the concept that God is unapproachable light, one can
say that He must first call you into His presence, or you will
perish instantaneously if you show up unannounced. It is that
simple. Remember, I am using incomplete analogies here. God is
not the sun, nor is He merely an impersonal totality of energy, or
the totality of matter and energy. Since He created all from
nothing, the entire physical universe has come from Him
somehow, but God is much more than that.

In HANS Aleph also means the number 1. To be number 1 is
every politician’s goal, and in some manner most of us can be
included in that very human proclivity. The reason is that we are
made in the image of God, and this aspect of who we are is often
twisted by a pride that pushes us to be number “one” – mostly at
the expense of others. That was Satan’s problem, too, and it cost
him his job in Heaven.

By faith we understand that the worlds were
prepared by the word of God, so that what is seen
was made from things that are not visible.
(Hebrews 11:3)
The Bible uses an understandable human analogy to describe
God. Jesus revealed Him as the Father. Anciently, the father or
patriarchal concept also communicated the source of authority
for the whole clan or family structure. Many cultures are still
typified by strong patriarchal authority, such as in most Muslim
countries. When Jesus referred to God as “Father,” He related
the unknown to something everybody can relate to. I do not
have to elaborate on this point except to point out that in the
Hebrew Alphabet Number System “Father” also means “God” the
unapproachable light as represented by the first letter of the
Hebrew alphabet, Aleph.
The letter, Aleph, was developed from an early pictograph of a
bull’s head. Many ancient languages developed scripts in this
way. Often religious symbols were used. It is well known that

According to HANS, God, as number 1, must be added to the
Daleth dimension to reach the Heh dimension of 5 (4+1=5)
because the energy level of Daleth objects must be
supernaturally raised contrary to the Second Law of
Thermodynamics – an impossibility in the natural system. This is
because God, the power of one, also comes from the “other
side.” He inhabits eternity.
For thus says the high and lofty one who inhabits
eternity, whose name is Holy: dwell in the high
and holy place, (Isaiah 57:15)
So, we should also be able to find a door to eternity on the lower
regions of the Daleth dimension, and we do find it there thanks
to our champion of science, Dr. Albert Einstein. Notice that in
Isaiah we find the name of a Holy Alpha/Aleph who inhabits the
eternity (Heh), dwells in a holy place (Jod) and is imbedded in
the Daleth dimension. We find the invisible Spirit as one rail and
the spirit – breath of life as the other rail. It is the entire
electromagnetic spectrum of energy and elements expressed in
one verse.
Looking closer to the science of Dr. Einstein, I do not understand
all of it, but in a nutshell, every element that exists is found
within the rainbow color spectrum, all the elements depicted with
their particular pattern of spectral lines as signatures, have one
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